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Summary:
Ul'ianovskii reports PPI request to exchange 15,000 rubles collected by PPI members in Moscow into FRG Marks for "Party needs."
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- English Translation
CPSU Central Committee

Request from Comrade N. Kiyanuri

Comrade N. Kiyanuri, a member of the Executive Bureau and Secretary of the People's Party of Iran's (PPI) Central Committee has communicated a request to exchange 15,000 rubles, collected from PPI members living in Moscow, for FRG Marks. The indicated funds will be used for Party needs.

It is presumably possible to approve Comrade N. Kiyanuri's request.

The USSR State Bank (Comrade Ivanov) is in agreement.

A draft CPSU Central Committee Resolution is attached.

Deputy Director of the International Department of the CPSU Central Committee

[Signature]

R. Ul'ianovskii

January 16, 1979
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